This paper analyses the recession in 2008/2009 in Germany, which is very different from previous recessions, in particular regarding its cause and magnitude. We show to what extent forecasters and forecasts based on leading indicators fail to detect the timing and the magnitude of the recession. This study shows that large forecast errors for both expert forecasts and forecasts based on leading indicators resulted during this recession which implies that the recession was very difficult to forecast.
Therefore, we analyze how econometric models that use leading indicator information have performed during the crisis.
The literature on the performance of leading indicators for Germany is large (see Kholodilin/Siliverstovs, 2006 and the references therein). However, none of the authors draw special attention on the forecasting properties of leading indicators during a pronounced recession. In contrast, there is also some literature on forecasting recessions with non-linear models such as probit models (see Fritsche/Kuzin, 2005) that concentrates on the probability of turning into a recession. However, this approach does not provide a quantitative forecast of output growth which is more informative.
The first contribution of this paper is to document how professional forecasters did during the financial crisis. We document that no one has anticipated the recession early and furthermore, all underestimated the impact on production. . One central contribution we make is that we consider not only linear models for output growth, but also non-linear models that take into account a threshold effect (threshold leading indicator models). Further, we augment our analysis to forecast combinations. Since in practice individual indicators are not used in isolation, forecast combination schemes provide an efficient way to summarize the results given by many different models. Finally, we compare leading indicator forecasts (single and pooled) with forecasts from professional forecasters. To evaluate the resulting forecasts we apply a non-parametric test based on signed-ranks (with a modification also suited for autocorrelated errors) that can deal with the small out-of-sample forecast period in our case. Since the manufacturing sector is much more affected by this slowdown than any other sector, IP was expected to fall more severe -on average recent forecasts were around -17% for 2009. This picture is supported by looking at year-on-year forecasts for each quarter. Table   1 
Forecasts based on individual Leading Indicators
It is well known that many institutions commonly use leading indicators in judging the current and future situation of the economy. Thus, we also employ these indicators to produce forecasts for real economic activity. This procedure quasi mimics the process of forecasting of the professional forecasters. In what follows, we investigate a huge set of indicators and analyze which indicator has signaled the slowdown in production and which has not. Therefore, we use specifications within the class of linear as well as non-linear models.
Linear Models of Output Growth
For constructing leading indicator forecasts we follow standard practice (see e.g. Let Y t = ∆ ln Q t where Q t is the level of output (either the level of real GDP or the index of IP) and let X t be a candidate predictor. 2 As indicated by standard ADF unit root tests, the indicator variables can be all characterised by stationary behavior (see Table 6 in the Appendix). Y h t+h is the output growth over the next h periods (quarters) in terms of an annualized rate.
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Forecasts are based on a h-step ahead regression model:
where ε h t+h is an error term and α, β and γ are the regression coefficients to be estimated. Different from other studies we take into account the timely availability of the indicators (reflected in k). Depending on the publication lag of the candidate predictor, k varies from 0 to 1 for quarterly data. 4 The optimal number lags in the quarterly analysis is restricted to 1 ≤ p ≤ 4 and 0 ≤ q ≤ 4 and are selected by the
Schwarz criterion (SIC).
For the quasi real-time out-of-sample forecasting experiment we estimate eq. (1) only using data prior to the forecasting date by applying a recursive scheme. 5 The recursive estimation scheme implies that for each forecasting round we include one additional observation. One to four step ahead forecasts are made for the period 2007q1 to 2009q4. 2 We take the data set as it was available in January 2011. All subsequent analysis is based on this publication date including the forecast evaluation step. We construct a quarterly IP series by taking monthly averages.
) for real GDP and industrial production, respectively. 4 In order to guarantee comparability to the consensus forecast we consider all information for the ongoing quarter until the beginning of the respective third month. 5 However, the simulated real-time forecast scheme does not consider revisions of the data. This problem is of minor importance for the indicator variable, since financial market indicators or survey measures are hardly revised. For the dependent variables GDP and IP this can be an issue.
In particular IP revisions can be substantial and therefore the performance can appear better than it might be in real time. For Germany, Benner/Meier (2005) as well as Schumacher/Breitung (2008) compare the performance of leading indicators with both real-time data and final revised data in a similar setting than we do. Both studies conclude that the relative performance of indicators remains stable (also the absolute precision is somewhat lower with real-time data).
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Non-linear Models of Output Growth
We also augment our analysis to include non-linear models which is novel in the context of leading indicator models on output growth for Germany. International evidence suggests that for some indicators it is more realistic to assume a non-linear relationship (see e.g. Galbraith/Tkacz, 2000) . This seems to be evident particularly for interest rate spreads. Therefore, we follow Clements/Galvao (2006) and consider threshold models as originally proposed by Tong (1983) . The resulting threshold leading indicator regressions can be formulated as 
Data Set
In this paper we consider several leading indicators that have been suggested in the literature. (Andrews, 1993) . The test employed for the first in-sample period (1992q1 -2006q4) indicates that only for a small fraction of leading indicator models, i.e. less than 10% at the 5% level of significance, the stability tests reject the null which implies that instabilities are of minor importance for the sample under consideration (see Table 7 in the Appendix).
Forecast Evaluation
To assess the forecasting performance in detail, we investigate the forecast errors of the different models. More precisely, the relative root mean squared forecast error (RMSFE) of a candidate forecast i is compared with the univariate benchmark model. West, 1996) . In our setting, the proportion of the sample for the out-of-sample experiment relative to the estimation sample is very small, so we can ignore the effect of parameter estimation uncertainty (see West, 2006 Tables 2 and 3 Using leading indicator models may result in a considerable gain in average forecasting performance as one might have expected (see Table 2 Generally, we find that survey based forecasts dominate in forecast accuracy. For GDP, Purchasing Managers' Index for manufacturing, the confidence indicators 10 Due to the small number of observations we can perform the rank test only for h = 1 and h = 2. We apply the one-sided test in order to investigate whether the forecast errors from leading indicator model i are smaller than the ones from the univariate benchmark model. Only narrow money (nominal and real M1) reports forecast errors slightly smaller than the benchmark; however they are not significant.
Results
When we turn to non-linear models (see Table 3 ), we find that some of the indicators further improved in terms of forecast accuracy. In particular for financial variables a threshold effect seems to be evident (which is in line with the literature, see e.g.
Clements/Galvao, 2006). We find improvements for the term spread, stock prices and stock price volatilities by considering non-linearities. For survey indicators the gains from using non-linear models are less evident; only for expectation measures some improvements can be observed. For other indicators (e.g. prices of commodities and goods) the effect of employing non-linearities is ambiguous. Note: The entry in the first line is the RMSFE for the AR model forecast, in percentage growth rates at an annual rate. The remaining entries are the relative RMSFE of the forecast based on the individual indicator, relative to the RMSFE of the benchmark AR forecast. The forecast period is 2007q1 to 2009q4. The abbreviation of leading indicators are outlined in Table 5 . * * * : 1%, * * : 5% and * : 10% indicating the significance level of the modified Wilcoxon signed-rank test for h = 1 and h = 2 as proposed by Diebold/Mariano (1995).
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Forecast Combination
Since the seminal work by Bates/Granger (1969) , the literature on forecast pooling has conclusively shown that the forecasting performance of forecast combination is much more stable than that of single indicator models. 12 We therefore differentiate two strategies. First, we only use the linear models as is done in most of the literature. Second, we augment the pooling approach to include also the non-linear models. In general, the weight ω h i,t that is assigned to each indicator forecast is based on the i th individual equation described by eq.(1). Accordingly, the total forecast of output growth is
The first pooling method, that is quite standard and often used as a benchmark, is the equal weighting scheme. Simply to calculate, it is found to be hard to beat by more complicated methods. Furthermore, this is the weighting scheme that is used to produce the consensus forecast. Second, beside mean forecasts, where the weights are the same for each period, we use the median forecast to take into account the effect of outliers. We also use the in-sample fit to calculate individual weights. In the literature, Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA) has received much attention because it can be an attractive way in dealing with model uncertainty. As shown by Hansen The results based on forecast combination indicate that model averaging schemes improve the forecast accuracy compared to the benchmark (see Table 4 ). The findings for the weighting schemes presented are very similar, however for many of them the differences compared to the benchmark are even statistically significant. However, some individual leading indicator forecasts provide more accurate results than the combination of the bundle of forecasts. It is also interesting that the inclusion of non-linear models into the pooling does not always lead to an improvement in forecasting accuracy. Only for a longer forecast horizon, the inclusion of non-linear models lead to lower forecasts errors of the combination schemes (although the differences remain small).
13 These weights are calculated as ω
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Comparison between Leading Indicator
Forecasts and Professional Forecasters
Using the quarterly forecasts by the professional forecasters, we create a forecast dataset that is comparable with the forecasts of the annualized growth rate given by the individual leading indicators and the forecast combination. Therefore, we have to transform year-on-year to quarterly annualized GDP growth rates. 
RMSFE
Consensus Forecast
Best Combination
Best Leading Indicator Model
Forecast Steps
Source: Consensus Economics (2009) and own calculations.
We find that the forecasts by the professionals display good forecasting properties and at each horizon beat the univariate benchmark (see Figure 4) . Professionals do also well compared to leading indicator models and tend to perform better than the forecast combination schemes. The forecast errors are extremely close to those of the best leading indicator model. This may imply that during the recession professional forecasters processed information very fast and thus might have also used qualitative information not explicitly considered in econometric models. It has to be kept in mind that most forecasters of the consensus economics work for banks and other financial companies which might be earlier aware of the crisis compared to other IWH people in the economy. Overall, the mean forecast from Consensus Economics did relatively well during the recession and keep up with the best econometric models.
Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper we analyzed the regression 2008/2009 from a forecaster's perspective.
In a first attempt we analyze the forecasts from Consensus Economics before and during the recession. For Germany, we find that before the crash of Lehman the crisis was not predicted by the professionals. After the bankruptcy, forecasters heavily revised their forecast for the upcoming year and even tended to overshoot. When we compare leading indicator forecasts with those of professionals, we find that the professionals did relatively well. This implies that this recession was not foreseeable with a comprehensive forecast knowledge based on experiences during prior recessions, in particular in its exceptional magnitude. Interest Rates IS-3M  --------DIL-10  ------- IFOM-EXP  --------IFO-WC  --------IFO-WEXP  --------ZEW-EXP  --------ESI  --------ESI-INDU  ---- *2002q3  --ECCS99  --------PMI  ---- *2005q3  --Real Economic Indicators  DLNIP-VORL  --------DLNORD  --------DLNORD-C  --------DLNORD-I  --------CAPA  --------DLNEW  --------DALQ  --------DLNVAC  --------DLNWHOUR  --------DLNCPI  --------DLNCPI-EX  ------ 
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